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Holly Dayton is about to go way out of her comfort zone. . .

Spending Christmas vacation on a cruise with her two cousins from hell isn't Holly's idea of a good time.
And when in a moment of seasick-fueled desperation she lurches into an open suite--she's greeted with an
eyeful of pepper spray. The culprit? A gorgeous guy calling himself Nick. But when Holly goes to make her
exit, she gets the shock of her life: a corridor crammed with screaming teenage fans. Because Nick just
happens to be Dominic Wyatt, drummer for ReadySet--one of the hottest bands in America.

Suddenly rumors are swirling, and Holly's face is captured on countless phones and plastered all over the
Internet. But the band can't risk a scandal destroying their family-friendly image, so Dominic convinces
Holly to be his fake girlfriend--just for two weeks. How bad could it be to be fauxmantically involved with
one of the cutest rockstars on the planet? Holly's about to find out. . .

"Fans of Meg Cabot will find Marni's voice equally charming and endearing."--Julie Kagawa, New York
Times  bestselling author
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From reader reviews:

Thelma Martin:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to understand everything in the world. Each publication has different aim or goal; it means that
publication has different type. Some people really feel enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. These
are reading whatever they get because their hobby is reading a book. Consider the person who don't like
studying a book? Sometime, particular person feel need book once they found difficult problem as well as
exercise. Well, probably you will want this Decked with Holly.

Catherine Hudson:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With looking at you can get a
lot of information that may give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world can share their
idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their very own reader with their story
or maybe their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the
knowledge about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
sons or daughters, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors nowadays always try to
improve their proficiency in writing, they also doing some study before they write for their book. One of
them is this Decked with Holly.

Juanita Stoneman:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or maybe go to the outside with them
household or their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV,
or playing video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity honestly, that is look different you
can read a book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book that you simply read you can spent
24 hours a day to reading a e-book. The book Decked with Holly it is quite good to read. There are a lot of
people who recommended this book. These folks were enjoying reading this book. When you did not have
enough space to deliver this book you can buy often the e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book out
of your smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book provides high quality.

Irma Lovern:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from it. You can take knowledge and information from
your book. Book is prepared or printed or illustrated from each source in which filled update of news. With
this modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media social such
as newspaper, magazines, science e-book, encyclopedia, reference book, fresh and comic. You can add your
knowledge by that book. Ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just searching for the
Decked with Holly when you required it?
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